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I am reposting this article to remind everyone of how this same agenda has been pursued on other
occasions --- always with the same end in mind -- a bioweapon disaster planned in cold blood against
civilian non-domestic populations leading to forced, poisoned vaccinations, and government control
of everything and everyone.
It's time these criminals were unmasked, arrested, tried, and hung.
They have aimed at genocide for profit and deserve to be dragged through the streets and straight
to Hell.
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Jane Burgermeister, an Austrian Investigative journalist, reportedly filed charges with the FBI in
Austria on June 10, 2009 against the World Health Organization (WHO), the United Nations (UN), and
several of the highest ranking members of the U.S. Federal government, including President Obama
and corporate officials, concerning bioterrorism and attempts to commit mass murder, just in time
for the anticipated July release of Baxter's A/H1N1 flu vaccine -- though it remains to be seen
whether the FBI will conduct an investigation or reveal more complicity in keeping heinous crimes
covered up.
Burgermeister prepared an injunction against forced vaccination that is being filed in America. In
April, she filed charges against Baxter AG and Avir Green Hills Biotechnology of Austria for producing
contaminated bird flu vaccine, with allegations that this was a deliberate act to cause and profit from
a worldwide pandemic.
Burgermeister has presented evidence of acts of bioterrorism that is in violation of U.S. law,
committed by a group that is operating in the U.S. under the direction of International bankers who
control the Federal Reserve, WHO, the UN and NATO for the purpose of carrying out mass genocide
against the U.S. population by using a genetically engineered flu pandemic virus with the intention of
causing a massive amount of deaths.
Unsurprisingly, this group involves officials holding high U.S. government offices. Leaders in the
Center for Disease Control (CDC) also allegedly know that the vaccine is not safe.
Once again, the U.S. state-sponsored major media has made no mention of this, which isn't
surprising when you look at the way they have purposely and repeatedly misled this country -- look
at the attacks of 9/11 and all that has happened since the U.S. began the fraudulent 'War on Terror'
under the Bush cabal. Illegal propaganda is a powerful -- and dangerous -- weapon the Federal
Government has utilized for decades.

EVIDENCE AGAINST HIGH RANKING OFFICIALS
Members of this criminal syndicate allegedly include: U.S. President Barack Obama, UN System
Coordinator for Influenza David Nabarro, Director-General of WHO Margaret Chan, U.S. Secretary of
Department of Health and Human Services Kathleen Sibelius, U.S. Secretary of the Department of
Homeland Security Janet Napolitano, bankers David de Rotschild, David Rockefeller and George
Soros, Chancellor of Austria Werner Faymann and Austrian Health Minister Alois Stoger among
others.
The charges filed by Burgermeister contend that the defendants mentioned above conspired with
each other and others to develop, fund and participate in the final phase of implementing a covert
international bioweapons program that also involves Pharmaceutical giants Baxter and Novartis.
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